
Now you can aerate
61,000 square feet
an hour at speeds
up to 2.2 mph with
exceptional hole
quality, plus adjustable
coring depth control.

Variable speed fairway
mower provides a superb
quality of cut with two
powerful diesel engine
choices - 28hp or 35hp.

630-773-5555
FAX 630-773-4273
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The Midwest Association of Golf Course Superintendents (MAGCS), founded December 24,
1926, is a professional organization whose goals include preservation and dissemination of
scientific and practical knowledge pertaining to golf turf maintenance.

We endeavor to increase efficiency and economic performance while improving and enhancing the
individual and collective prestige of the members.

The MAGCS member is also an environmental steward. We strive to uphold and enhance our
surroundings by promoting flora and fauna in every facet in a manner that is beneficial to the
general public now and in the future.
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ON COURSE WITH THE PRESIDENT

Bob Maibusch) eGes) MG
Hinsdale G. e.

~

eating plowshares into
swords. You may have heard
this expression, but what

does it mean? As I interpret it, it
refers to transforming a tool into a
weapon. We have all seen demon-
strations of this in our careers.
Probably the best example is the
stimpmeter. Originally developed as
a tool to assist professionals in eval-
uating the quality of a small portion
of their putting surfaces, the stimp-
meter has often been used as a
weapon to castigate the golf course
superintendent's performance and
castrate his positive attitude. It is an
important quality control tool, but
it should not be the only gauge by
which quality is judged, and it cer-
tainly does not measure a green's
health. Using only the stimpmeter
to gauge the health of the greens
would be like a doctor using only a
thermometer to diagnose his
patient. Just because a person has a
normal temperature does not mean
that the bullet that just passed
through his heart will not kill him.

I am not really sure when the
stimpmeter's transition from tool to
weapon occurred, but it is obvious
that without a major shift in mind-
set, the pendulum will not swing
back. For those people maintaining
diversified bent/poa mixtures on
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older, classic push-up greens, it is
becoming increasing difficult to
compete with the golf courses that
have the advantages of modern
construction and improved bent-
grass varieties.

I do have one suggestion. I
would love to see the USGA host a
U.S. Open championship where the
greens stimped 8.5. The USGA has
been very supportive of golf course
superintendents, and has repeatedly
through its regional agronomists
supported the notion that speed is
not the only factor to consider in
determining green quality. In fact,
pursuit of green speed above all else
can be a detriment to the game by
increasing maintenance costs and
reducing usable green space. More-
over, fast greens increase the time
for the average golfer to play. It
would be refreshing to see this
assertion that speed is not every-
thing in practice under a global
spotlight. I am not holding out
much hope, however, because I
realize our national championship
should be a severe test of golf skills.
I also do not think that any of us
would want to be the first golf
course superintendent to host a
U.S. Open on "slow" greens. How-
ever, more could be done to
educate the public during the U.S.
Open telecast on why greens cannot
be maintained in this fashion for
extended periods of time.

Another example of a tool
turning into a weapon, in some peo-
ple's estimation, is the assistant
superintendent's position. While it
may be crass to refer to an assistant
as a tool, assistants can in fact be
one of the most effective tools we
use as managers. If properly trained
and motivated, they can relieve
many of our day-to-day burdens
and allow us to concentrate on the
activities that have become increas-
ingly important to our professional
survival, such as taking the time to
interact with members or patrons,

dealing with regulatory issues, and
project planning and implementa-
tion. Managed improperly though,
assistants have the potential to sig-
nal our demise.

I have often heard grum-
bling about assistants who have
undermined the authority of the
golf course superintendents for
whom they work, ultimately
resulting in a superintendent
being replaced by a assistant.
More commonly, the complaint is
that an assistant took a superin-
tendent,s job for less money than
what the area's average salary is.

There is no defense for a per-
son who would aggressively
campaign for another superinten-
dent's job. This is clearly a violation
of our code of ethics, and should be
dealt with accordingly. On the other
hand, someone who takes a job for
less money than what we may think
it is worth is not necessarily doing
anything unethical. In fact, what
may need to be examined here is the
way that facilities take advantage of
their assistants. I remember when I
was hired as an assistant and it was
explained to me that in an assistant's
position, I should expect to get
"dumped on." Difficult tasks, long
hours and low pay are common-
place. It was understood that this
was a standard practice in the indus-
try, and that it would ultimately
prepare me for the next step up to a
superintendent's position. That was
fine 20 years ago when there was a
legitimate possibility that within
three to four years I could have a
superintendent's job. That is no
longer the case. Because of the
intense competition for every posi-
tion, recent college graduates are
often forced to take irrigation tech-
nician, spray technician or second
assistant positions for months or
years prior to their first assistant's
position. The quest for a superinten-
dent's position can take many years.

(continued on page 28)



REBORDER YOUR FAIRWAYS "V'TH
HUBER RANCH SOD .~,

Nels J. Johnson Tree Experts, Inc.
A Tradition - More Than 60 Years

Of Complete, Dependable, Economical Tree Service
For Private Estates, Municipalities, Schoo&.,Industrial Areas,

Parks and Golf Courses
(847) 475,1877

912 Pitner Ave., Evanston, IL 60202
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DIRECTOR'S COLUMN

Jim McNairy CGCS

20r the past year-and-a-half,
I have had the opportunity
to head the Public Rela-

tons (PR) and Long-Range
Planning (LRP) committees. In
my column last year, I outlined
the operations of the PR Commit-
tee. This year, I will give some
insight into the workings of the
LRP Committee.

During 1998, the MAGCS
completely revised its long-range
plan. We perform this update
from time to time in order to
delete accomplished objectives
and add new ideas to the plan.
The long-range plan basically
gives direction to the Association.
The LRP Committee is not so
much involved with triggering the
ideas as with researching the feasi-
bility and publicizing and
implementing them through the
appropriate committees. We don't
have a crystal ball, but merely lis-
ten to the Board of Directors, Past
Presidents Council and the mem-
bership. Some of the
improvements to the MAGCS
that are the legacy of prior long-
range plans include the change
from the Bull Sheet to On Course,
the new directory format, the
Environmental Committee, and
the ability to pay for meetings by
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credit card. I would like to bring
you up to date with another issue
that we are facing.

Recently, the MAGCS
received an offer from the CDGA
to participate in the occupancy of
a proposed "Illinois Golf House."
The CDGA plans to build this
facility at Cog Hill G.C. during
the next several years. It is their
desire that this facility will house
all of the major golf-related associ-

Recently,
theMAGCS
received an
offer from

the CDGA to
participate in
the occupancy
of a proposed
"Illinois Golf

House.))

ations under one roof. We have
been asked if we are interested in
sharing office space with these
other associations. We are pleased
that the CDGA has included us in
their planning, but we have to
look at the present and future
needs of our membership before
we agree to any long-term com-
mitments.

Our association is growing at
a steady rate. The day-to-day
operations of the MAGCS are
growing as well. The business end
of running this association is con-
stantly generating more
paperwork. Last year's Annual

Report was 55 pages summarizing
the business of the MAGCS. My
point is that maybe the time is
right to pursue this opportunity
for office space. I want to be clear,
though, about the usage of this
space. I don't envision moving
George Minnis to Lemont.
George has a very efficient office
setup in his home. It would be
counterproductive to move
George's operation. This new
office at Cog Hill would be staffed
by a clerical person (maybe shared
with one of the other golf associa-
tions). Our membership would
gain a live voice at the other end
of the phone to answer questions,
direct calls to the proper person
and to give information. This per-
son could also perform some of
the basic clerical duties and book-
keeping currently done by the
officers of the MAGCS. Initially,
this may take place during limited
hours each week, but at least the
membership would be able to talk
to someone during office hours
and not have to play "phone tag."

I'm using this forum to bring
this opportunity before the mem-
bership to get some feedback from
you. We don't have any answer yet
as to the anticipated date of com-
pletion of the CDGA facility:
probably several years. We don't
know how significant the cost of
this space will be or even if there
will be any cost at all. Until we
have a better idea of how many
other golf-related associations
may be involved, we won't know
of the possibilities to share staff.
But, we do have an opportunity
here that we need to examine.
Think about where you expect
this Association to be in the next
few years, and then let us know.
We are accessible by phone, fax or
e-mail. We look forward to hear-
ing from you. ~



Five Floating 22" Decks,
One Superior Cut.

Test Drive The Ransomes@AR 250 Rotary Mower
See how five independent 22" cutting decks float over uneven terrain without scalping. Compare
the precision cut and extra mulching efficiency of exclusive twin-blade "Envirodeck" technology.
Experience how easy operation and fast, no-tools cutting height adjustment let you cover more
ground, more efficiently. Heavy-duty construction plus power to spare from a big 38-hp Kubota
diesel engine make the AR 250 your answer for any mowing challenge. A test drive will prove it.
For a cut above the rest, come in or call today.

RANSOMES

TURF CARE AND SPECIALTY PRODUCTS

illinois lawn
equipment inc.

800-969- TURF
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Century offers the
complete line of
Legacy Golf products
to help you control
water, labor and
energy costs.
Featuring Legacy
rotors, valves, Genesis
central satellite and
Viking decoder
control systems.

{)
SyncroAo, Inc.

Efficient and
economical, SyncroFlo
pumping stations
are the solution
to many golf course
irrigation problems.

BoardTronics'"
Repair or upgrade
your Rain Bird or
Toro golf controllers.
Replacement boards
can be shipped from
the Century National
Service Center
within 24 hours.
Call 888-855-9732.

Improve water quality
with an aerating
fountain, or create
water features from
existing golf course
streams and ponds.

Aqua Master Fountains

CENTURY GOLF PROFESSIONALS 000 ILLINOIS/INDIANA> CAMERON BLAYNEY. ED KRUSE. MIKE PATTON 'II" 630-575-8555

>RANDY LANE 'II" 765-743-9599
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Introducing Landpride
Multi Injection Systems

Give Your Roots Some Air
With SubAir precision
Injection Of Dry Or Liquid
Amendments With LandPride
Exclusively Distributed
By: Lewis Equipment
55 E. palatine Rd.
Prospect Heights II 60070
(847)537-6110 £ax:(847)537-5736
Represented By: John Berarducci
Call The Bear: (847)367-7728

mobile: (847)347-5105

The Only Unit On The Market
To Inject Dry Or Liquids
To The Root Of The Problem.
And Introducing The Star Of
The 1998 Masters - SubAir
Control The Root Zone
Through Science

"Where Meadow Goes,
the Water Flows"

Authorized Sales and Service for
Leading Pump Manufacturers

WHEATON: (630) 231-6250
ST. CHARLES: (630) 584-6210 .
TOLL FREE: (800) 704-2415

Meadow Equipment
Sales & Service, Inc.
Well Drilling Contractors / Pump Service

27 W. 021 St. Charles Road
Carol Stream, IL 60188

• Water Well Drilling

• Pump Sales and Service

• Water Well Sealing & Capping

• Complete Waterwell Systems

• Large Selection of Pumps
Line Shaft / Submersible

• Well Rehab & Chlorinations

• Maintenance Programs

• 24 Hour Emergency Service
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FEATURE ARTICLE

The Process Behind
Good Chemistry

Jim Shone and Mike Tysowski
Zeneca Professional Products

70Ugh jobs are simplified
when you have the right
tools. The right tools come

in many forms, but they certainly
don't come easy. Take a second
and think about the chemical
tools used to control pests on the
golf course. What does it take to
bring new chemistry to the turf
management industry and also
maintain the older, but still reli-
able products? Does a specific
process exist, or are products dis-
covered by accident? What are the
implications of the new Food
Quality Protection Act (FQPA)

(continued on page 10)

The Measurement
of Perfect Turf.

For over 20 years, IBDU slow release nitrogen has been the university benchmark

on all types of turf. And it's available through Par Ex blended fertilizer. So you

get a premium fertilizer while your turf gets the highest available WIN. Par Ex

is available in four size grades and multiple formulations. Call your nearest Par Ex

distributor for information. Or 1-800-233-0628.

• ~R~~~& ARTHUR CLESEN INC .• ~=~I
...._ Tinley Park, IL. (08) 444-2177, Fax (08) 444-2199 _;<11".,,"'''''''''''' •• '':'_

~ Wheeling, IL. (847) 537-2177, Fax (847)537-2210 Frankfort, IL. (800) 732-9401
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Construction Services to the Golf Industry

Your source for Golf Course Construction, Reconstruction & Improvement.

You have the Projects, Ideas & Needs. We have the Experience & Equipment to do
the job Right the First time.

Specialized
Equipment
suited to
Cleaning your
existing Golf
Course
Water
Features.

• New Construction
• Remodelling
• Irrigation
• Drainage
• Feature Shaping
• Trap Sand Replacement

I

Many Trucks "
Equipped with

High Floatation
Tires to

Minimize
Damage to your

Golf Course

Water Control Structures.
Pond Cleaning •

New Ponds.
Pond Lining •

ICart Paths •
CALL US TODAY!!

Lee Bruce (608) 836-7041 Dave Weber
Established 1953

CLEAN UP SPILLS
WITH ENVIRONMENTALLY SAFE

SPILLA\llfAY+BRANDSTM
Microbial Technolog~

a better way for golf courses
to clean equipment,
turf and water spills,

parking lots, carts, (even golf balls).

"I hightly recommend SpillAway+Products to my
fellow superintendents". Ed Braunsky, Geneva Golf Club.

Palatine Oil Co., Inc. • RO. Box 985 • Palatine, IL 60078
1-888-358-POCI • FAX 847-358-5904

"One Call Does it All"
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A"I'egate Risk Cup

drinking water
residential use

food uses

(continued on page 20)

or crop as filling the risk cup.
When the risk cup becomes full of
ADI points, the Inanufacturer can
no longer seek registrations for
the product on further application
outlets.

The nation's food and pesti-
cide regulations have become
even more protective with the pas-
sage of the FQPA in 1996. Think
of the risk cup again. This "cup"
contains the amount of pesticide
residue that a person can be
exposed to daily without affecting
health. The risk cup must make
room not only for residues on
food, but also from residues found

Testing produces an average
daily intake, or AD I, for each spe-
cific outlet or crop proposed for a
product. Think of the ADI, or safe
potential exposure, for each outlet

tors of products, but also as Inem-
bers of the general public. More
importantly, the safeguards give
the assurance that someone is
watching our interests as family
guardians.

Human safety issues are at
the top of the list when a product
undergoes consideration for regis-
tration. Potential human exposure
is determined and then evaluated
through a procedure called a "risk
cup" analysis.

residential use
drinking water ~ '" ~ apples

~ ..If1 corn

Pesticide manufacturers are
constantly searching for newer,
more effective and safer products.
In an effort to find potential agri-
cultural or horticultural products,
the industry intensively screens
hundreds of thousands of mole-
cules each year. Even with the
intensive screening process, fewer
than one in 20,000 products
developed makes it to the market.2

Although rumor has it that son1e
products are discovered by "acci-
dent," today's competitive
environment requires the use of
high-tech screening processes that
do not allow for mistakes. Upon
discovering a potential product,
the manufacturer must first satisfy
a slate of conditions set by the
Environmental Protection Agency
(EPA) and next justify the eco-
non1ic feasibility of the potential
product. The EPA conditions are
valid safeguards that protect us,
not only as handlers and applica-

The Process Behind Good Chemistry
(continued from page 8)

legislationr To understand the
answers to these questions, we
first must look at the societal,
safety, environmental and economic
circumstances that influence the
decision to bring or keep a partic-
ular type of product on the
market.

Think pre-cooled potted bulbs for instant Spring color
We have two locations to service the Tri-State Area

Specializing in Custom Grown Annuals
for the Commercial Landscaping Industry

A sampling of our Spring & Fall collection includes:

E CLESEN

www.clesen.com

Aster Canna
Bacopa Caladium
Begonia Coleus
Brachycome Cuphea
Cabbage Daisy

Evolvus Ipomoea
Fuschia Ivy
Geranium Kale
Helichrysum Lantana
Impatiens Malo

Mum
Nicotiana
Pansy
Pentas
Petunia

Scaevola
Spike
Sprengeri
Sedum
Vinca

Evanston: 316 Florence Ave., Evanston, IL 60202
South Elgin: 540 South Drive, South Elgin, IL 60177

Phone: 847/869-2257
Phone: 847/695-1500
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